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Thematic Areas

Gender Advocacy
Leadership & Governance
Research & Information
Fund Raising & Grantmaking
Our vision
A Nigeria where women and men
participate equally in governance

Our mission
To serve as the facilitators of equitable citizenship
and sustainable participation for women in
governance.

Our goal
To institutionalize access to resources for women
in politics in Nigeria towards achieving balanced
and fair representation in public offices and to
increase the quality and quantity of women in
government.

Our values
The ideals of the Fund are woven around the
principles of inclusion, equity, non-violent
elections, favourable political environment,

About us

The Nigerian Women Trust Fund (Women's Fund)
was established in 2011 by a coalition of
government, private sector, development
partners and civil society organisations to address
the gender imbalance in elective and appointive
positions and drive strategies to increase the
representation of women in governance and
improved women’s leadership and political
participation. The Women's Fund is administered
by an Advisory Board, Board of Directors and a
Management Team. Board members are
accomplished individuals from government, civil
society, international donor agencies, and the
private sector who bring a wealth of experience
and formidable network to the organization.
Our focal areas are gender advocacy, leadership &
governance, research & information, fund raising
& grant making.

Gender Advocacy
We advocate for political parity, fairness, and
equity in government at all levels, thus we
engage all mechanisms to create enabling
environment for women political participation.
The Fund's ultimate goal here is to address a
range of issues which concern women with
emphasis on moving election campaigns away
from money and into issue-based campaigns
that stress equitable access to political, socioeconomic resources, as well as social justice
and security for all.

Leadership &
Governance
This thematic area focuses on skill building and
capacity development for women seeking
elective positions and women in appointive
positions. We aim to improve the quality of
women contesting and women already in office,
especially the parliament. Here, we also focus
on the preservation and further expansion of
already existing leadership spaces through
mentoring and cross generational linkages, with
special attention to young women.

Research &
Information
Our research is targeted at improving the data
available for sustained advocacy and supporting
women interested in participating in elections.
We collate data on women representation in
government at both State and National Houses
of Assembly as well as document in roads made
by women into leadership positions in all
spheres of endeavour. Women Fund uses
multimedia tools for its advocacy radio, print
media, online media and film.

Fund raising &
Grantmaking
We raise funds which we invest in women’s
leadership and political aspiration across all
political parties. These funds are used to support
female aspirants and candidates by training
them on election campaign dynamics, capacity
development for their campaign teams and
volunteers at both primaries and general
elections. We also train female politicians on
strategic fund raising alternatives. Our subgranting targets CSOs, CBOs and FBOs.

Improving Women’s Political Participation
Our emphasis is not only increase in the quantity of women but quality. We hold trainings to improve the
technical and political skills of female politicians. Our trainings focus on strategic election campaign
strategies, election communication & public relations and internal party politicking. We also work to
improve the capacity of campaign teams of female politicians for effective campaign design and
implementation. We do this with our Start Early and Creating Spaces projects with support from Heinrich
Boell Foundation and DFID-V4C.

During a trainig of trainers workshop on
election campaign strategies

Capacity building for women
recruited into political parties

Multimedia sensitisation
To enhance our behavioural change communication
activities we produced the short film A New Dawn.
The advocacy video captures the story of a
dissatisfied community, and a woman who refused to
be quiet in the face of corruption and bad governance.
The video is being used as FGD and trainingworkshop tools by the NWTF and partners across
Nigeria. A New Dawn was part of the Create Her
Space project funded by NED. Time Don Reach, our
thought provoking radio programme airs in 2016.
Time Don Reach consists of drama clips and call-in
discussion sessions on women's leadership and
political participation. This is in the auspices of the
DFID-V4C funded Creating Spaces. We also
maximise the social media with our Twitter Quiz and
Twitter conferences; reaching millions of internet
users.
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Data-driven
Advocacy

Report has shown that stakeholders are more
spurred to take action when they are presented with
figures and data that reflect realities. NWTF research
activities are focused on acquiring gender segregated
data on women's representation in government as
well as participation in the political and electoral
process. As we advocate for gender equity, we also
put forward data on gender based violence,
maternal and child mortality, primary health and
figures reflecting disparity in education, employment
and entrepreneurship. Part of these was the She
Should Contest research project which focused on
women's representation in agencies and ministries.
Armed with data, we engage political party leaders
and relevant government agencies, demanding for
inclusion and fair parity in gender representation..

Following the return to democratic governance in
1999, the number of women elected to public
office in Nigeria steadily increased but since 2007
it has remained stagnant between 7-9%
representations in the National Assembly, less than
the average rate of female parliamentarians
globally and in Sub-Saharan Africa which is 19%
and 20% respectively. Now, women hold only
5.5% of seats in the 8th Parliament.

On set of A NEW DAWN

Partnership
for Electoral
Reforms
and good
governance

We engage relevant agencies like the Independent National Electoral Commission
(INEC), National Orientation Agency (NOA), agencies and political parties to
advocate for electoral reforms and gender parity in political participation. As part
of the Gender & Constitution Review Network (GECORN) we engaged the
constitutional review process to advocate gender equity and inclusion. The NWTF
is part of the Civil Society Situation Room of Nigeria which observes elections
across the country and make recommendations on electoral reforms.

Former INEC Chair, Prof. Attahiru Jega, INEC Commissioners, other stakeholders and
students after the Women’s meeting with the INEC Chair, organised by NWTF.

Gender Assessment of Elections
One of our observers captures a pregnant woman
voting during the 2015 general elections

To ascertain the covert and overt factors mitigating the emergence of women
in primaries and general elections, the NWTF observe elections with special
attention to gender indicators. We do this through field observation and desk
reviews. The aim is to ascertain the level of participation of women as voters,
aspirants or candidates, gender parity in the number of INEC ad-hoc staff
deployed, party agents, media and security agents. Our partner on this has
been the International Republican Institute (IRI),

Grooming a new
generation of women
leaders
At the heart of our programming is the goal
to groom a selected group of young women
into tactful leaders to will be part of the
solution to the leadership challenge in
Nigeria. We are doing this through the
Creating Spaces mentorship program with
support from DFID-V4C and the NED funded
Young Women Leadership project in
Nasarawa and Niger State. The Vote Na My
Power funded by the Netherlands Embassy
in Nigeria focused on young women's
participation in the continuous voters'
registration and permanent voters' card
collection. Young women who participate in
this project have the opportunity to go
through series of lesson learning visits,
training-workshops, community organising,
peer-mobilisation and mentor-ship by high
profile individuals in government and the
private sector.

Our
partners

Federal Ministry of
Women Affairs and
Social Deevelopment

Our Young Women Leaders take a snap shot with the community head and
elders during a community organising activity at Ikota, Bida, Nasarawa State

